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We study the quantum dynamics of chiral fermion fields minimally coupled to a gauge field. The
model, originally proposed by Jackiw and Rajaraman, is known to exhibit the anomalous breaking
of gauge invariance, which leads to the appearance of an arbitrary parameter a. Both functional
and operator techniques are used to obtain the two-point fermion Green's functions for a ~ 1 and
a =1. In both cases clustering holds, and the theory contains asymptotically free fermions. The
quantum equation of motion for the field tensor resembles formally that of the Proca theory, but
with a dynamically generated mass and a nonconserved source. It is found that for a =1 the gen-

erating functional cannot be written in terms of a manifestly Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper' we studied the canonical quantization
of a two-dimensional chiral model exhibiting anomalous
breaking of gauge invariance. This model was originally
proposed by Jackiw and Rajaraman. At classical level
the model is described by the Lagrangian density

, F&+—"'+g[ie)+e~mA(1+y5)]g .

Much as in the case of the Schwinger model, the fermion-
ic determinant can be computed exactly and the resulting
nonlocal theory can again be recast into a local form with
the help of a scalar field P(x), as shown in Ref. 2. The
corresponding effective Lagrangian reads

W,tt= —,' F„„F""+—,
'

(—B„(())(()t'(b)

+e(gt'" et")d„pA—„+ ,
' ae A„—A", (1.2)

where a is an arbitrary real parameter not uniquely deter-
mined by the different regularization procedures used for
calculating the fermionic determinant. As was pointed
out in Ref. 2, no choice of a can restore the original gauge
symmetry. Nevertheless the theory remains consistent. ~'

As we have shown, ' the quantum field theories (1.2)
parametrized by a fall into two classes characterized by
different constraint structures. Indeed, while for a&1 the
theory contains two second-class constraints, the number
of constraints doubles for a =1. Of course, the con-
straints are always second class, which reflects the fact
that the local gauge symmetry is broken irrespective of
the value of a. The operator solutions (A",P) to the
Hamiltonian equations of motion, corresponding to (1.2),
were discussed in detail for all a in Ref. 1.

The main purpose of this paper is to study the quantum
dynamics of the fermion field operators implied by the ef-
fective Lagrangian (1.2), a problem that was left out of
consideration in all previous analyses' of the model. To
this end we shall use both functional and operator tech-
niques.

In Sec. II we construct the configuration space path-

integral representation for the generating functional Z, of
all (P and A") Green's functions of the theory. The start-
ing point is provided by the corresponding phase-space
path integral for systems with second-class constraints, ~'s

which for this model turns out to be essential. While for
a &1 one is led for Z, to the standard configuration
space path integral in terms of I.,tr, the same is not true
for a =1. In fact, although the configuration space repre-
sentation for Z, i exists, it cannot be written in terms of
a Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian density. This reflects the
fact that, for this value of a, the matrix 5 S,ff/5Ap5A,
(S ft —fL ffd x) is singular. We then determine the re-
normalized two-point fermion Green's function for all
values of a, and study the classical field configurations
A" which saturate the corresponding functional integrals.
We find that, in contradistinction with the Schwinger
model, the fermions exist asymptotically.

In Sec. III we construct the fermion field operators in
terms of the scalar fields which were used in Ref. 1 to ex-
press the corresponding solution for the quantum field
operator A". We then construct the conserved current
coupling to the field tensor Ft'". The resulting equation
for F""resembles formally that of the Proca theory but
with a dynamically generated mass and a nonconserved
source.

The conclusions are contained in Sec. IV.

II. GENERATING FUNCTIONALS
AND FERMION GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

We consider the cases a ~ 1 and a = 1 separately.

A. The case a &1

Starting from the Hamiltonian formulation developed
in our earlier paper for a ~ 1, we are led to consider the
following phase-space path-integral representation of the
generating functional for the Grmn's functions of the
fields appearing in the original Lagrangian (1.1):
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Z, [J,ri, g]= 0 f [&A"][&n„][&/][Nirp]

X5[Q ]5[Q ]g [1et[Q;(X,X'),QJ( xoy')) ]'~2

Xexp i f d x[n&doA "+n&dp A—,(AF, ir„,p, ~&)+J„AI']

Xexp i f d x d y T)(x)G(x,y;A)i)(y) (2.1)

where the second-class constraints Q~ and 02 are given,
respectively, by

Qz ——Bin. i e—(a —1)A +e A' e~—
p

eB—,Q .

The Hamiltonian density reads

A, = —,'m.
, + ,'np +——,'(e),P) + —,'(a —1)e (A )

(2.2)

+ —,(a + 1)e (A ') —e(B&P)A ' en&A—' —A Q2 .

(2.3)
The determinant appearing in (2.1} is clearly independent
of the field variables and can, therefore, be absorbed into
the normalization constant X; J„,g, and g are the exter-
nal sources for the fields A", g, and g, respectively, while
G(x,y;A) is the two-point fermion Greens function in
the external field A", which is easily computed to be

G(x,y;A}

=exp 2i V aeP—+ f d z A&(z)j„(z;x,y) SF(x —y) .

(2.4)

I

J„(z;x,y) =(a'„+5„')[D,(z —x) —D, (z —y)] . (2.5)

Furthermore, P+ denotes the projection operator on
positive-chirality states,

+$5+—
2

7

while B„stands for

By using the Fourier representation,

5[Qz]= f [&g]exp i f d x g(x)Q2(x)

and performing the no, n~, and A integrations one finds

Here SF is the fry fermionic propagator and jp is the "in-
duced external current" which is given in terms of the
massless Feynman propagator DF(x —y) by the expres-
sion

Z, [J,ri, ri]=~ f [&A"][ay]exp i f d'x(W, ff+J&A")+i f d x f d y TI(x)G(x,y;A)g(y) (2.6)

where we have performed the relabeling )=A and where

ff(x ) is identical with the Lagrangian density given in
(1.2}. Hence, in this case we obtain for Z, [0,0,0] the con-
figuration space path-integral representation one would
write down for an unconstrained system; i.e., the presence
of constraints in Wcff does not lead to a new effective
quantum action. As we shall see, this is not the case for
a =l. Expression (2.6) also agrees with the generating
functional considered in Ref. 2 and it therefore describes
the quantum theory corresponding to the classical La-
grangian (1.1}.

The computation of the A" propagator from (2.6) is
straightforward and yields

(OI T(A„(x)A„(y))
I
0)

1 1 2
gpe+ ~p~v +

a —1

where b,F(x —y;m ) is the free Feynman propagator for a
scalar field of mass

Q 8
Pl

a —1
(2.8)

&o
I T(4+(x)0+(y)) I

0& =ZING~+(x —y» (2.9)

where Gz+ is the renormalized positive-chirality fermion
two-point function given by

4im 2Gii+(x —y)=exp — EF(x —y;m ) SF+(x —y)
a —1

One also readily computes the fermion propagator by
starting from (2.6} and (2.4). Needless to say, the fer-
mions of negative chirality propagate freely [see (1.1)]
while for the fermions of positive chirality one arrives at

+ —(B„B„+B„B„)bF(x —y, m ),
a —1H (2.7)

and Z~ is an ultraviolet renormalization constant

(2.10)
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Z~ ——exp EF(0;m )
4im 2

0 —I

carries a nontrivial winding number"

SF+ denotes the free propagator for fermions of positive
chirality.

From (2.10) it follows that the theory is not asymptoti-
cally free, but scales with anomalous dimension as can be
seen from the short-distance behavior of Gii+ ..

Ga+(x —y) — [—p, (x y) —+i0]
[x —y) ~02

Indeed, although A&-' ' tends to "pure gauge" at infini-

ty,

XSF+(x —y), (2.11) 8= In(p z )+—arctan—1 ii 1 zz

2 na 0 Z)

(2.12)

with y the Euler constant. On the other hand, for
(x —y) ~—oo one has

one must keep in mind that one is no longer dealing with
a gauge theory; that is„pure gauge does not correspond
here to a vacuum configuration and, therefore, the ex-
istence of a nontrivial winding number has no implica-
tions on the vacuum structure.

GR+(x —y) — Sp+(x —y)
{x—y) ~-co2

(2.13)

1+
e

(a„+a„)[a(z —gm') —a(z —g)]

, a„~(z —g;m') (2.15)

which shows that, in contradistinction with the Schwinger
model, the fermions exist asymptotically. Furthermore,
from (2.13) one sees that the Green's function G~+ clus-
ters. This is also true for the n-point fermion Green's
function, and, hence, there is no vacuum degeneracy.
This is not in contradiction with the fact that the Euclide-
an functional integral corresponding to Ga+ is saturated
by the field configuration A&'(z;x,y) which decomposes
into two parts centered around x and y, respectively,

A„"(z;x,y)=A~(' '«(z'„x)+A ' '(z;y), (2.14)

where each part (eiz ——1)

A('-"«(z g)
T

B. The case a =1

A~ exp 1 x ~ff

I'

A" exp — x yA" x
2

X Q„„(x,y)A '(y) (2.16)

is no longer an invertible operator. Nevertheless, we can
still obtain a configuration space path-integral representa-
tion for Z, ~ by starting again from the corresponding
phase-space path integral associated with the constrained
Hamiltonian dynamics for a =1, which was presented in
Ref. l. One has

For a =1, the generating functional (2.6) does not de-
fine a bona fide quantum theory, since the operator 0„„
defined through

Z, ,[J,q, q]=m I [&A&][&~„][9y][&~~]
4 'I

X g 5[0;]exp i f d x[m„d A"+nr~BQ P;,(A",m„,P—,m&)+J„A"

&exp i x ygx Gxy;A qy (2.17)

where the constraints now are

0 f —fTO

Q2 ——8'n i
—e(eA ' np+ O'P), —

Q3 ——m),

O, =e(A'+A ')+(eA ' ~&+ d'P) .

(2.18)

From (2.18) it follows that the Faddeev-Popov deter-
minant is again field independent and hence can be ab-
sorbed into the normalization constant N. Notice the

I

drastic change in the constraint structure that has oc-
curred when going from the case a ~ 1 to a =1. By car-
rying out all functional integrations in (2.17), one arrives
at

Z, [J,7),g]=exp i I d xd y ri(x)

XG x,y; —. ii(y) Z[J],1 5
~ 5J„

I

(2.19a)
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where [c)+= —,
'
(c)0+c) ) ) ],

XDF(x —y)(J, —J, )(y) (2.19b)

Z[J]=exp —f d x d y(Jo —Ji)(x) (0—4c)+c)+)
2 2

III. SOSONIZATIQN OF THE FERMION FIELD

In Ref. 1 we found the operator solution for A" in
terms of scalar fields for the cases a ~1 and a =1. In
this section we shall complete this work by providing the
corresponding operator realization for the fermion field g.
Again we treat the cases a & 1 and a =1 separately.

From here we deduce the A" propagator:

(0
~
T(A&(x)A "(y)) ~0)

(a"+a")(a"+a")D (X —y)2

A. The case a g I

In Refs. 2 and 1 it was shown that

A "(x)= — [(d"+"d")a ad "—o (d"+—d")ii),
ae

(3.1)

(g"'+«)")(g +«)5")(x—y) . (2.20)
2

where 0 is a free scalar field of mass m satisfying the
equal-time commutation relation

It is obvious from (2.20) that the A" propagator respects
the constraint A = —A ' following from (2.18). Further-
more, one easily verifies that (2.20) agrees with the result
obtained from the operator solution and the commutation
rules presented in Ref. l. One can also check that (2.20)
respects the constraint ~& ——F ' =0.

It is remarkable that the above propagator (2.20) does
not possess an inverse, not even after deleting the nonco-
variant contact terms, and therefore cannot be obtained
from any effective Lagrangian. Following common prac-
tice we define the A" propagator in terms of the T' prod-
uct obtained by dropping the noncovariant contact terms
in (2.20). Then

[cr(x),c)ocr(y)] 0 0
—— 5(x' —y')

a —1
(3.2)

while ii is a massless canonical scalar field.
The operator f(x) is obtained by solving the Dirac

equation

i y"B„f(x)+e~my"P+ lim [A„(x+«)i'(x)
a~0
e ~0

+f(x)A„(x —«)]=0,
(3.3)

where A& is given by (3.1). For the positive- and
negative-chirality components f+ Eq. (3.3) reduces to

&0~ T'(A ( )A "(y)) ~0)

(c))'+c)")(c)"+c)")Dr(x —y) . (2.21)
e

This expression still respect the constraints A = —A ' for
all x and y, as well as m i

I'0' =0 for x——&yo.
The Fermion propagator can now be readily computed

from (2.19},the result being

iy"B&g+ Vmy" —lim [c)&cT(x +«)g+(x)
a~0
e &0

+1I)+(x)c)„cT(x—«)]=0,

i yi'cj„g =0,
The renormalized solutions read

(x) .e 2i~~n(x).q (x—)

(x)=g (x)f .

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

(0
~
T(g(x)i))(y))

~
0) =iS+(x —y) . (2.22)

Hence, for a =1, fermions of both chiralities propagate
freely not being affected at all by the interaction. This is
a surprising result which will be elucidated in the next
section.

Notice that, since the field h no longer appears in the
equations of motion (3.4), there exists no a priori relation
between the free fermion field Pf and h. Nevertheless,
the consistency of the theory demands, as we shall see,
that it)(x)f be given by the Mandelstam bosonization for-
mula ()M is an infrared regulator):

1/2

p~(x)f ——
2%

C

exp — (1'5)~~ .exp i v K(1"g)~( )+xl v 77 f dy c)0/i (x,y ) (3.6)

With the aid of the commutation relations (3.2} one easily verifies that the solution (3.5} leads to the renormalized fer-
mion two-point function (2.10}.

We next address ourselves to the problem of constructing a conserved current acting as the source of I'"". The inost
obvious candidate would be

r

j+(x)= 2e~nhm Z '(«—) f+(x.+«)y y"exp ie~m f dz"8„(z} g+(x) —VEV,
e~O X

e ~0

(3.7)

where VEV stands for "vacuum expectation value, *' Z(«) is a renormahzation constant for the composite operator to be
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determined at a later stage, and (A "=e "A„)

8"(z)=~,A"(z)+aid "(z) . (3.8)

For the sake of generality we have introduced two undetermined constants, ~& and ~z, in the line integral; the choice
vi ———irz ——1 formally corresponds to a "gauge-invariant" regularization of the operator product in (3.7}. Using (3.5a),
one finds

(~i+a~) 1j+(x)= 2—ev ir ~:g+(x)fy"f+(x}f + . (&'+d"}h(x}+ 1—
2 n.a 2 7r

(~i+re ) (8"+8")o(x)
20

(3.9)

For arriving at (3.9) we have chosen Z(e) such as to yield
the standard form for the free part of the chiral current,
that is

' 1/(a —1}

However, for this choice the current will be singular for
a =2 and hence cannot be the source of F"". Indeed,
from (3.1) it follows that the conserved chiral current cou-
pling to F""defined by

( —rri V)
(3.10)

(3.12)

Since o(x) is a massive free field, it is evident that j+ is
not conserved for the formally gauge-invariant regulariza-
tion prescription a i ———ir2

—1. In fact, conservation
would be achieved for the choice

(3.11)

is given by

I+ ———eaB "cr . (3.13)

We now show how this current can be constructed in
terms of the fundamental fields g and A". To this end
we consider

j+(x) eab& "(x)—= 2ev m—:tp+(x)fy"f+(x)y + '. 1 b — —(vi+a2) (8&+8")o(x)
2~~ 2a

1 1 ab+ b+ (~i+~2) (8—"+8")h(x)+ 8 "cr(x)
2 rr a 2 1T

(3.14)

which follows from (3.9) and (3.1). Here b is a so-far un-
determined constant. In order for (3.14) to reduce to
(3.13), we must choose b = 1, a

&

———~z, and gf to be given
in terms of the harmonic field h by the Mandelstam rep-
resentation (3.6). We then identify

J~ (x)=j+ (x)—e 'a A "(x} (3.15)

with the conserved current coupling to F"". Thus, the
classical equation of motion B„Fi'"= 2ev m f+y"P—+,
following from (1.2) is replaced at quantum level by

B„F""(x)+eaA "(x)=j+(x),
which explicitly displays the dynamical breakdown of
gauge invariance. We emphasize again that j+ in (3.16) is
the nonconserved current (3.9) evaluated for a&

———a.2.
Although the local chiral symmetry is broken, the current
J~+, coupling to F&", is conserved which suggests that the
global chiral symmetry remains unbroken. However, the
chiral-charge operator Q+ constructed from J+ com-
mutes with f+, as seen from (3.5a) and (3.2). Hence g+ is
chirally neutral, much as in the Schwinger model where
the (gauge-invariant} fermion operator is electrically neu-
tral Neverth. eless, the operator P+ carries a chiral
quantum number associated with the conserved free-chiral

charge q+,

q+ —— 2e~n I d—x':1T+(x)fy 1(+(x)f. .

Indeed,

[q+,P~(x)] =2e~ng+(x) .

(3.17)

(3.18)

In other words, g+ remembers the chirality of the nonin-
teracting field. Since Q+ and q+ commute with the
Hamiltonian and annihilate the vacuum, there is no spon-
taneous breakdown of the global chiral syminetry and the
operator q+ provides the usual chiral selection rules for
the fermionic Green's functions.

B. The case a =1

In Ref. 1 it was shown that for a = 1

13"(x)= ——(cP+8")P(x), (3.19)

where P(x) is a free canonical massless scalar field. Sub-
stituting (3.19}into (3.3), one finds

(3.20)

which confirms the result (2.22) obtained within the func-
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tional approach. However, since (3.19) implies F"'=0,
the free fermionic current cannot be the source of F""
Interestingly enough, the combination

J~+ (x)=j~+ (x)f —e 3"(x), (3.21)

t)„F""(x)+eaA "(x)=N[g+(x)y"f+(x)], (3.22)

where the right-hand side is generally defined by the lim-
iting procedure (3.7) with a'i ———a2. The nonsmooth char-
acter of the limit a ~1, emphasized in Ref. 1, now mani-
fests itself in the singular transition j~+(x)~j~+(x)f, or,
equivalently, in the singular behavior of f for a~ 1 [see
(3.5a) and (2.10)].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have used the effective Lagrangian
(1.2) in order to study the quantum dynamics of the chiral

suggested by (3.15), vanishes identically if the identifica-
tion h =P is made in the Mandelstam representation (3.6).
This leads us to conjecture that for a & 1 and a =1 the
underlying quantum equation of motion for Fi'" is of the
orm

fermion fields defined by (1.1). This was done by using
functional as well as operator methods.

For a & 1 the two-point fermion Green's functions were
found to scale with anomalous dimension and shown to
cluster for large spaceitke separations. There is no vacu-
um degeneracy and no spontaneous breakdown of the glo-
bal chiral symmetry. In terms of f and A" the quantum
theory is described by the covariant Dirac equation and a
Proca-type equation for Fi'" with a dynamically generated
mass and a nonconserved source.

For a =1, the fermions of both chiralities propagate
.freely. An interesting feature of this case is that the con-
figuration space representation of the generating function-
al Z, i cannot be obtained as the limit a~ 1 of Z„and
in fact cannot be written in terms of an effective Lorentz-
invariant Lagrangian. This reflects the sudden change in
the constraint structure of the theory as a ~1.
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